DECK EQUIPMENT 6

DIVING STANDS

Cheyenne Dive Stands by Spectrum

These are all stainless steel (304L) stands, custom made for each application. Stands can
be 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 1 or 3 meters in height, rear or side mount and accommodate 10’ to
16’ diving boards, (not included, by others). Typical features would include double guard
rails on both sides, (1.9”OD X .065 walls) flanged columns, foot adjustable fulcrum and
hinged diving board mounts. 1.5” OD handrails or heavier gauge tubing are common
options. FOB Factory
Model No.
22121
22140
22123
22160
22131
22150
22133
22170

Description
1 Meter Stand, rear ladder
Anchor kit for above
1 Meter Stand, side ladder
Anchor kit for above
3 Meter Stand, rear ladder
Anchor kit for rear ladder
3 Meter Stand, side ladder
Anchor kit for side ladder

Price
$14,071.45
$1180.60
$14,483.65
$1415.65
$POR
$POR
$POR
$POR

Recreational Diving Boards by SR Smith

Recreational Diving Boards are wood core, covered with a white acrylic shell and have
a non-skid finish. Typically they are far less bouncy than aluminum diving boards. They
come in 14’ and 16’ lengths with the same 5/8” bolt holes on 12” centres just like the
aluminum boards. The user weight limit is 250 pounds and the boards weigh 200 and 230
pounds respectively. It is important that these boards be stored inside (dry and above freezing) for the winter. A good alternative where there is no competitive diving. FOB Factory
Model No.
Description
66-209-2242-1 14’ Swim Club Commercial-white
66-209-2262-1 16’ Swim Club Commercial-white

Toll Free Line: 1.800.663.5905

Fax: 604.980.0196

Price
$3313.98
$3547.83

Phone: 604.980.2812

Note: Diving boards are
sold separately from
stands & are not included
in stand prices.
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6 DECK EQUIPMENT
Durafirm Short Stands

Durafirm short stands are designed for installation on concrete platforms typically built
at the pool by your contractor. The short stand is suitable for one meter or three meter
platforms. Railing configuration will depend on railings built on the platform. Short
stands can be supplied with no railings, railing one side only or both sides as required
for your application.
Fulcrum units identical to the one and three meter stands and they use a six-point anchor
pattern. Anchors included. FOB Factory
Item No
16 10 03
16 10 04

Description
Short Stand - 2 rails, 2 sides
Short Stand, no rails

Price
$11,074.25
$6233.66

Durafirm Diving Stands

Durafirm stands are fabricated from cast aluminium (frame) and stainless steel (railings);
both materials stand up to institutional use very well.
The most important single feature of Durafirm stands is the simple 8-point deck anchorage, which requires no special footings and can be installed on an existing deck, if concrete is of good quality and no less than 4½” thick. This is the easiest stand to install in
a retrofit situation on an existing deck.
Both one and three meter stands have hinged board anchors which allow easy tilting of
the board up to 180° to clear the pool edge during other activities such as swim meets
and water polo matches.

Note: Diving boards are
sold separately from
stands & are not included
in stand prices.

All stands are supplied with double guardrails.
Durafirm stands are manufactured in different heights to accommodate pools with deck
to water level dimensions from 1" to 13". Deck to water level dimension of the pool must
be indicated when ordering. FOB Factory
Item No
16 10 01
16 10 02

Description
1 Meter Stand *
3 meter Stand *

Price
$14,577.35
$27,867.65

* Includes anchors.

DURAFLEX® DIVING BOARDS
Duraflex’s family of diving boards is the acknowledged standard for
use in public facilities. From general recreational use to very highlevel competition, they are the best choice for public pools.

Duraflex® Board

The standard Duraflex board tapers from tip to fulcrum and then maintains the thicker
section from fulcrum to butt. This construction yields less spring than the higher competition boards but more long lasting. This is the board recommended for general recreation use. FOB Factory
Item No
16 11 01
16 11 02

Description
Duraflex® 14'
Duraflex® 16'

A = 63 1/4"
A = 78"

Price
$5857.60
$6191.05

Maxi-Flex® B

The Maxi-Flex Model “B” is a double tapered aluminium board for maximum spring. In
addition there are approximately 200 perforations measuring approximately 1½" long
and ¼" wide, extending 25" back from the tip end of the board. This feature results in an
even more lively board, making it the choice of divers worldwide. For applications where
dive club needs are the primary concern, the MAXI B is recommended. FOB Factory
Item No
16 11 04
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Description
Maxi-Flex® “B” 16'

Phone: 604.980.2812

Fax: 604.980.0196

A = 73"

Price
$7141.39

Toll Free Line: 1.800.663.5905

